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ON THE TRAIL
SHINING A LIGHT ON SOME OF THE GOLD IN GOLD TRAIL

CULTURE CAMP 2021
The intentional professional learning on the history
and current reality for Indigenous Peoples.
Culture Camp, our first professional learning day of the school year, is
always a wise way to begin our year together. Professional learning is
essential for our staff; we know that place-based learning is impactful,
as was evident on September 27th.
It was the first time in quite some time that staff met as learners. It
was in community that we learned from invited guests who graciously
shared their stories and their gifts with us. Through laughter,
storytelling, tears, and experiential learning, we exemplified our
shared value of honouring the land and the local Indigenous language
and culture.
Staff met at five sites around the Gold Trail School District on the
traditional unceded lands of the St’át’imc, Nlaka’pamux, and
Secwépemc people hosting many local Elders and knowledge keepers.
Through small group discussion, large group sharing, curious
questioning and hands on activities including pine needle basket
making, sage bundle creation, and language skill development, the staff
throughout Gold Trail left the day richer in knowledge and more
deeply attuned to the experiences, current realities and future goals of
the Indigenous guests who joined them.
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Darryl Bob told us the best way to
honour Indigenous students was to
respect the language and culture. I
think using the Scope and
Sequence is how we can honour
that. It's not about putting our
Scope and Sequence in our year
plans. It's about using the Scope
and Sequence as our plan.

REFLECTIONS
"The SD74 cultural day was refreshing, starting with a smudge, and
then participating in discussions led by our local knowledge
keepers was very uplifting."
"I found culture camp to be educational and informative. It was an
honour to listen and learn from the stories told by the Indigenous
guest speakers."
"Having in-person conversations with local indigenous people who
play integral roles in our surrounding communities was not only
meaningful, but insightful and inspirational. During the day I heard
heartfelt life stories and experiences and gained a deeper
understanding and came away with ideas on how to better
integrate local indigenous teachings into our classrooms."
"Kris Billy made me think how systemic change needs systemic
action."
"I had the honour of listening to Elders share stories and
experiences and listen to Knowledge Keepers pass along the
knowledge they have accumulated throughout their lifetime. I got
to bond with colleagues from across the district and collaborate on
future projects."
"The heart of the day was developing positive relationships with
local Elders and knowledge keepers."
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